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Blinking Star
 
there are so many stars in the sky
there is a star golden yellow in colour
it speaks
how am i attracts you
how am i special for you
like that
one day you will  become...
 
Dhivya Thiyagarajan
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Bright And Beautiful
 
Everything is bright and beautiful
 
Life slowly ejects the happiness,
 
When the sadness get rid of it!
 
There will be a pleasant nature,
 
Welcomes the magnificent love
 
Enthralling berries makes the pleasure of prosperity;
 
Everything is bright and beautiful
 
Beautiful, beautiful, beautiful...!
 
Dhivya Thiyagarajan
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Drop Of Water
 
Drop of water
early morning every individual leaf has drop
that looks like glass
some magic in it
when the sun light touches
it gliters so many colours
it is so precious in this whole universe
it has magic with it
it gives us pleasant thoughts
for that whole day
 
Dhivya Thiyagarajan
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Happiness
 
Things are beautiful
 
Heart invites the happiness
 
Time slowly ejects the love
 
Butterflies gets honey
 
Sadness evaporates
 
Bloomy flower rains
 
Mud path changes
 
Sand carpet turns into grassy flower
 
Sun awakes
 
Rain drop touches heart
 
Rose blends air
 
Touches heart petals
 
In provoking wind
 
Dhivya Thiyagarajan
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I Feel Alone
 
people are around me
but i feel i am alone
because of you
without you i feels alone
everyone of them taking care of me
but i can not live their care
because you are not with me
if you are with me
i feel happy
if you are with me
i will win this universe
whenever you left me i feel alone
but everything is with me
when will you come?
i am waiting for you only
 
Dhivya Thiyagarajan
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Lonliness
 
lonliness is a gift
it helps to find out who am i
what i want
why i have to do
it is a best feel
do not miss the feel
 
Dhivya Thiyagarajan
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Love
 
Love is a beautiful word in this whole word
 
It is a wonderful feel in this universe
 
It is not a hidden feel in this world
 
It has some gravity power
 
It makes life beautiful
 
It makes happiness
 
It makes sorrows
 
It makes loneliness in our life
 
It is like fantasy
 
It is a part of our life
 
Because
 
Without love we can't to live in this world
 
It has so many faces
 
But
 
Everyone lives with it
 
Everyone has a memories with it
 
Even a single cell being has love in this world
 
It is a life
 
This miraculous word never leaves us alone in this universe
 
No one can't explain this feel
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'LOVE, LOVE, LOVE'
 
Dhivya Thiyagarajan
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Moon
 
whenever we see the moon
 
it insists something to us
 
that is:
 
i am also alone
 
but
 
i am happy
 
i am not at all behave like humans
 
because
 
i am helping all the beings in this universe
 
in what way that i help them
 
only for light
 
the night fills with darkness
 
at the time i helps people
 
so i am very proud about myself
 
why shaln't humans do?
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Rain Drop
 
A dropp of rain
cloud sends rain to earth
when it reaches soil
it makes fragrance
no other person in the world will not make
such kind of fragrance
it means the happiness of the soil and rain drop
rain dropp ends its life
but
it makes us happy
 
Dhivya Thiyagarajan
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